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	Body of Abstract:      This study examines the 1964 Supreme Court case New York Times Co. v. Sullivan and its influence on the Court’s modern commercial speech doctrine.  Although Sullivan is mostly remembered for revolutionizing libel law, as a commercial speech case it marks the beginning of the end of the Court’s categorical refusal of protection for commercial speech.       In fashioning a rationale that granted the highest level of First Amendment protection for a political advertisement, the Sullivan Court relied on the lessons of history and on what they believed to be the primary purpose of the First Amendment.       The rationale of Sullivan, that speech on matters of public interest should enjoy free, uninhibited entry into the public arena, can be seen at work at key points in the development of the commercial speech doctrine. Commercial speech was introduced under the aegis of the First Amendment because the Court concluded that the free flow of commercial information was vital to the decision-making public and therefore warranted First Amendment protection.  Although the Court strayed from this rationale when it introduced the Central Hudson balancing test in 1980, it returned to it in the 1990s when it strengthened First Amendment protection for commercial speech.       This study shows that the founding rationale of the commercial speech doctrine can be traced to the philosophy of Sullivan.  When the Court follows this rationale, commercial speech is provided with significant protection.
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